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Outline
1. Background to HILT
2. Pilot Toolkit (main project deliverable)
• various functions
3. Demonstration of Toolkit in action
• Use within a real service - Intute
4. Future of HILT
HILT: Background
•HILT began in 2000





























Result for get_collections (DDC 621.8)
<zs:record>
<zs:recordData>









<dc:title>Intute: Science, Engineering &amp; Technology: Engineering</dc:title>
<dc:type xsi:type="dcterms:DCMIType">Collection</dc:type>
<dcterms:abstract>The Intute Engineering Gateway provides free access to high quality resources on the 
Internet. Each resource has been evaluated and categorised by subject specialists based at UK universities. Our 







•Retrieves terms mapped to a DDC notation, from other 
schemes.
•Combines with get_ddc_records to create the 
get_all_records API


























•Allows specified fields from specific terminologies or 
combinations of terminologies to be searched.
•Additional parameters can be selected e.g. NPT, RT
•Accepts a subject term





- <skos:Concept xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core.rdf#" 
rdf:about="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300112569">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">British Isles Medieval pottery styles</skos:prefLabel> 
<skos:broader rdf:resource="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300020794" /> 
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300069526" /> 








- <skos:Concept xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core.rdf#" 
rdf:about="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300106969">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Italian Medieval pottery styles</skos:prefLabel> 
<skos:broader rdf:resource="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300106965" /> 
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://hiltm2m.cdlr.strath.ac.uk/hilt4/schemes/AAT.rdf#300021115" /> 






•Identifying potentially useful collections from a user’s subject term (via registries 
such as IESR). 
•Provision of synonyms and related terms (Improving recall).
•Providing the best term(s) for a subject search in a remote service that uses a 
subject scheme unfamiliar to users. 
•The ability to send a term from a chosen subject scheme and receive back data on 
broader terms, narrower terms, hierarchy information, preferred and non-preferred 
terms, and so on.
Uses of HILT (2)
•Providing cataloguing staff with information on subject schemes and inter-scheme 
mappings to assist in metadata creation.
•A spell-check mechanism to assist user searching (of HILT terms).
•Generating an interactive browse structure where a scheme is arranged 
hierarchically.
•A service to assist user search formulation by providing information on search 
terms entered (e.g. what the term means, whether it has alternative meanings, 

















•JISC Shared Service 
•Distributed approach
•Substantial mapping effort
•Link up with other terminology services?





Anu Joseph: anu.joseph@strath.ac.uk 
HILT-Collaborators: http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/
